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요 약

어느 신호의 특성을 주파수 영역에서 해석할 때, 파워스페트럼은 해석하고자 하는 신호의 위상에 관한 정보를 모두 잃어 

버리는 단점이 있어서, 위상에 관한 정보를 필요로 하는 경우어〕는 가워스펙트럼 해석법은 그 이용에 제한을 받는다’ 고차 

스펙트럼 （특히 본 논문에서는 3차 스펙트럼인 바이스펙트럼）은 그 계산에 시간이 많이 길리는단점은 있으나 반면에 위상 

에 관한 정보를 잃지 않는다는 장섬이 있다, 본 논문에서는 몇가지 이상적인 경우에 대한 바이스펙트럼의 예를 보이고, 실 

제로 노상에서 녹음되 자동차들의 엔진 소음에 대한 바이스펙트터을 구한후, 이틀 이용하여 음향 식별을 할 수 있음을 보 

였다.

ABSTRACT

Since power spectr니m has no inforniation abx）ut the phase of a signal, the power spectral analysis technique can 

not be used to interpret the phase coherency of the signal produced by some nonlinear process. In this case, the 

third-order spectrum, the so called bispectrum, is very useful in analyzing such signals. Some typical computer 

simulation results are shown in order to represent the usefulness of the bispectrum, and the bispectra of the 

measured acoustic signals of three vehicles are shown in order to use to identify the sources of those signals.

I. Introduction

Conventional power spectral analysis tech 

niq니e, which is based on ciutoand cross power 

spectrum, has been a very useful tool to analyze 

practical random signal^ in manv fid cis of science 

and engineering. However.汗：<• nf limited value 

Wil1 i dLliirvZillg 、H”— -pv：L 11 <1： 

which interact with one another duo to some 

nonlinear process since the power spectrum has 

no information about the phase of the random 

sigiuls. The phase coherence existing between 

two (quadratically) noniinearly interacting spec 

tral components and a resultant sum (or differ 

en('e)spectral component may be detected with 

the aid of the third order spectrum, the 知 q시led 

UjSptXlLUil!.

Let us consider, tor example, three spectral 

components of which the frequencies are(o\, o- 

and (J.. ⑴：丄in a i jndorn signal. 1 f the thret? 

spectra] components are independently excited. 
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the phases of the three spectral components are 

random and independent of one another, and, 

thus, in 나lis case the three spectral components 

are not ccupled. On the other hand, if the spec

tral components at coi and a)2 interact to form a 

third spectral component at CD3=a)i+a>2 due to a 

quadratic interaction, then a phase coherence will 

exist between three spectral compcnents at coi, a) 

2, and co% In other words the spectral components 

at wi,(02, and 做 become coupled or correlated. 

Obviously, classical auto-power spectra are of no 

value in detecting such phase coherence because 

all phase information is lost in estimating 

auto-power spectra, in other words, we can not 

discriminate the above two cases by using the 

auto-power spectra since the power spectra of the 

above two cases are not different. However, due 

to the sensitivity of the bispectrum to the phase 

coherence, that is, the correlation between such 

three spectral components in the random signal, 

we can discriminate the above two cases by using 

the bispectra.

The bispectrum has been applied to many areas 

of science and engineering to analyze and inter

pret data associated with quadratically nonlinear 

phenomena. Many of these applications have 

been mentioned in the review paper by C.L. 

Nikias and M.R.RaghuveerU}. The bispectrum 

and fourthorder cumulant methods have been 

used in order to estimate time delays m the 

underwater acoustics signal processing areaL2,3- 

and the advantages of the phase recovery from 

bispectra has been studied in[4]. The bispectrum 

has been applied to studies of ocean waves by 

Elgar and Guza'紀 and Kim and Dalzelf6' used 

bispectral analysis techniques to model the 

nonlinear response of ships to sea waves. Powers 

and his colleagues have exploited the properties 

of the bispectrum to study three-wave coupling 

phenomena in plasmas 7; fluids * and oscillations 

of moored vessels in a random sea,lf，.
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Bispectral techniques have also been applied to 

analyze the radar signature by Walton and Jouny 

"이, to determine the optical transfer function by 

Barakat and Ebstein"", to detect holographic in

formation by Sato and Sasaki"", to analyze 

speech signals by Wells[l3]. On the other hand, 

bispectral windows are studied in [I4], an 

optimized parametric method to estimate of the 

bispectrum is studied in '⑸ and a parallel 

processing technique of the bispectrum for the 

biomedical signal processing is st니died in il6\

In the next section, some properties of the 

bispectrum will be described. In Section, ID, the 

bispectra of some typical examples which rep

resent the usefulness of the bispectrum are 

shown. In Section IV, the bispectra of three 

vehicles, that is, a car with a small gasoline en

gine, a bus with a large diesel engine, and a small 

truck with a small diesel engine, will be shown. 

Conclusion with the future work will be given in 

the last section, Section V.

II. Properties of Bispectrum

Consider a real zero-mean random process 

then the triple correlation function, namely 

bicorrelation function, of the random process is 

defined by

Rxxx{ri, (1)

where V. denotes the expected value. As shown in 

Eq. (1), the bicorrelation function is a function of 

two time delays, n and tj. The symmetry proper 

ties of the bicorrelation function is easily derived 

from Eq.(l),

( Tl, T_' ) /?t w ( T_'. T1 .) ■■■■ R\ ( ― T ：, T\ )

Rxxx { 7-.J ~~ T\. — T\ ) ( 2

As the correlation function is the 1 I) mv(叮"
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Fourier transform of the power spectrum, 나le 

bicorrelation function can be defined by the 2-D 

inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum, Sr” 

S, A),

丁2)〃二 f 2、)e WmFm \ df \djf (3)

On the other hand, the bispectrum can be de

fined in the frequency domain as follows :

M^(/o)X*(/l)X*(/ 2)]=Sxxr(A/2)^(/o-/l -A)

(4)

where X(/) is 1-D Fourier transform of x(t) and 

* stands for the complex conjugate. The sym

metry properties of the bispectrum are given as 

follows ;

Sxrr ( f 2, fl ) — f 2)

= Shr( — f 2, —/l)=S*rr(/l  + f'l, ~~ f 2)(5)

Since our objective is to evaluate the 

bispectrum digitally, we require, in order to 

satisfy the sampling theorem, that nout only f\<

丄如 but also 늘、where /.< is the 

sampling frequency. Thus, as a result of the sym

metry properties and the constraints of the sam

pling theorem, it is necessary to oniy compute 

the auto-bispectrum within the triangular region 

defined by the lines /2—0, fz~f\ and /：+/ 

fs
:=七~、that is, Region 1 in Fig.l. In other words, 

we evaluate the bispectrum of the Region 1, then 

we can easily obtain the bispectra of the other 11 

regions(i.e., Region 2 to Region 12). The expla 

nation alx)ut the shaded s((uare in FitT. 1 win 

be given m Section i\.

Hl. Bispectra of the Generated Signals

Consider the signal given by

Fig. 1. Two dimensional frequency domain in which 

auto-bispectra are defined.

x(t} = V2七0$(2兀9讨+0)+0冶(2叫必+仞)

+—& cos ( / -) +cos( 2tt54/+^4 )

+cos(2w寸+&+*■  cos(2；r如+佻) (6)

where g】=38Hz, g2=30Hz,歩=68/必 g\=7^Hz, g 

5=12HZ and gs=86/fz, and 仇+伙=由 and 仇+依尹

that is, the former three sinusoids are fully 

correlated (because of their phase coherence), 

but the latter three sinusoids are uncorrelated (no 

phase coherence). The sampling frequency is 

2567/2 (that is, the Nyquist sampling rate), the 

number of realization (M) is 64 and the number of 

data points in each realization (X) is 128, (that 

is, 128-point FFT is used), and thus the total 

number of data points is 8k(i.e., 8912). This ex- 

jx?riment is carried out without noise in order to 

show the bispectrum of an ideal case.

The amplitudes of the power spectral 

components at g\, g、g\ cind g、are 1.0 and those 

of the power spectral components at gs and g& are 

0.25, as shown in Fig.2(a). In Fig.2(a), we can 

not find any differences between the coupling re

lationship relationship among the sinusoids of 

which the frequencies are gi, gz and g：i and that
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0.177

(C)

Fig. 2. Coupled and noncoupled sinusoids shown)n E이.

(8) : (a)power spectrum, (b)bispectrum, (c) 

bicoherence spectrum.

among the sinusoids of which the frequencies are 

gi, g：y and 釆.

However, if we estimate the bispectrum of 

sinusoids, we can detect the differences as shown 

m Fig.2(b). In Fig.2(b), the amplit니de of 나】& 

bispectral component 30/&) is 0.177 and

that of the bispectral component at (74//-S. Y2He) 

is ().014. Ideally, the latter must be zero if the 

phases of the three sinusoids of which the 

frequencies 外 g\ and 來(i.e.,山，(h and 伍)are 

compiet이y random. However, since the uniformly 

distributed random numbers generated by the 

computer, which are used to calculate the phases 

of the sinusoids, are not completely random, the 

amplitude of the bispectral component at (74& 

12Hz) is not zero but a small value.

The bicoherence spectrum is a measure of de

gree of the coupling (in this psper, the q니adratic 

nonlinearity) of three sinusoids. The maximum 

value of the bicoherence spectrum is 1.() and the 

minimum value is zero. The bicoherence spec

trum is 아lown in Fig.2(c). The amplitude of the 

bicoherence spectral component at (38HZ 30Hz) 

is 1.0, that is, three sinusoids of which the 

frequencies are gi,史 and are com

pletely coupled, and that of the bicoherence spec 

tral component at (74Hzm \2Hz) is ().006 (i.e., 

nearly zero), that is, three sinusoids of which the 

frequencies are g，gs and 小(=9+勞)are not 

coupled.

Next, we consider another test signal such that

x나) = \z2 [cos(2ng\t4-(9i) +cos(眼g+(k)

+ cos(2兀cos(2^/+fc)

+-&cos(2?rg 寸+9：" ] (7)

where gi=52Hz, g-=31Hz,糜and 仇(h 

and (h are random, that is.仇+#* “、The sam

pling frequency is also 25(가捲, the number of 

realizations is 64 and each realization contains 12K 

data points.

The power spectrum of the signal is shown in 

Fig,3(a). The amplitudes of the r)ower spectrai 

components at t/il 거nd g- are 1.0., that of 나it： 

power spectral component al gn+gdie.冲;〃e丿 \> 

().510 and that of ihu power spectra! coinponcrn 

at g\~ gAi.e., 18//^) is 0.250. All「心"「⑴ the 

]SHz) sinusoid 顷)mes froni the coufjhng o： "a； 

sinusoids, co乂?兀gV + f") and「6“M/』시•기.)，). 

ever, h니f of the power of the 86//-： ■■：innscnc： 
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comes from the coupling of two sinusoids. cos(2兀 

git+仇)and cos(2?rgU+f为)，but the other half of 

the power of the 867/2 sinusoid comes from the

noncoiipled sin니soid —(强均(2兀9寸+协). In practi

cal situation, the noncoupled sinusoid — cos(2^V 

十仍)ajuld be considered as ;.i random noise.

The bispectrum and the bicoherencc spectrum 

of the signal expressed by Eq. (7) are shown in 

Fig.3(b) and (c), respectively. In Fig.3(b), 나le 

amplitude of the bispectral component at (34.Hz

o

(b)

1.0

0

(c)

Fig. 3. FJartiallv coupled sinusoids sliown m J'v ；. <;i i -

(a)px)wer  spectrum, ( b) bispectrum. tc ?

bicoherence spectrum.

18Hz) is 0.177 and 나lat of the bispectral 

component at (521 Iz is 0.181. Since 나le uni^ 

formly distributed random numbers generated by 

the computer, which are used to calculated the 

phases of the sinusoids, are not completely ran

dom, both amplitudes of the bispectra are slightly 

ditterent. The amplitude ot the bicoherence spec

tral component at (34Hz 18Hz) is 1.0 which 

implies that fhree sinusoids of which the 

frequencies are gb gc and 伊(=毋一饥)are com

pletely coupled, and that of the bicoherence spec

tral component at (52Hz, 34Hz) is 0.516 which 

implies that only half of the power of the sinusoid 

of which the frequency is 如(=9力+侦)is due to 

the nonlinear interaction between the sinusoids of 

which the frequencies are gb, gc. If three 

sinusoids of which the frequencies are gb, gc and g 

廿(=贝+如 are fully coupled, the amplitude of the 

bispectral component at (52Hz, 34Hz) will be 

do니bled, since the ampitude of the power spectral 

component at gj (i.e., 86〃Z) is 0.510 and that of 

the power spectral component at 18Hz) is 

0.250.

IV. Bispectra of Aco니Stic Signals of Vehicles

Acoustic signals are collected from the three 

different vehicles, that is, a 5-passenger car with 

a small gasoline engine, an express b니s with a 

relatively large diesel engine and a 2.5-ton truck 

with a「이ativ이y small dies인 engine. WQien each 

vehicle, of which the engine rims idle, is stopped 

on a noisy road, the acoustic signal, precisely 

speaking, noise, of each vehicle is recorded for 2 

seconds about Im apart from the engine of the 

vehicle. The sampling frequency is 10kHz since 

, .. . . . ” . ... ,, r . __ . i 1 .lr. i \ i. [I -
■..i.i : i ii.Xl m i i u <' i …"A "

that is, in thia case 10k Hz sampling rate is high 

enough to avoid 이】asing. Therefore, the data 

iength of pach signal is 2()k(i,e.. 20480) The 

power spectra of the acoustic signals of the car.
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frequency 〔kHz]

(c)

Fig. 4. Power spectra of the acoustic signals : (a)car,

(b)bus,  (c)truck.

the bus and the truck are shown in Fig.4(a), (b) 

and (c), respectively. Each spectrum is averaged 

over 40 realizations and 512'point FFT is used, i. 

e, each realization consists of 512 data samples 

for high resolution.

Since the sampling rate is high enough, we 

need to calculated the bispectrum of the shaded 

area of the triangular Region 1 in Fig.l. How

ever, we calculate the bispectrum of the 12 

shaded area in order to obtain symmetric 

bispectrum patterns. The lowest frequency of the 

shaded area is about —1kHz and the highest fre

quency is about IkHz due to the limitation of the 

software package we have, which can be used to 

draw, at largest, 10000-point contour plot. The 

contour plots of the shaded area of the bispectra 

of the acoustic signals of the car, the bus and the 

truck are shown in Fig.5(a), (b) and (c), respect

ively. Although we can identify the sources of 

the acoustic sign시s by using the power spectra 

shown in Fig.4(a), (b) and (c), we can also ident^ 

ify the sources by using the bispectrum patterns 

shown in Fig.5(a), (b) and (c). However, if we 

use bispectrum patterns in order to identify the 

sources of acoustic signals, we can also utilize 

well-known pattern recognition techniques.

V. Concision

As shown in Section E, since both the power 

spectra of two different signals could be equal, it 

is not enough, sometimes, to identify the signals 

by using the power spectrum technique. How

ever, the bispectrum technique is able to identify 

the two signals, since bispectrum can detect the 

phase coherence of the signal. Since the contour 

plot of the bispectrum of a signal looks like a pat

tern as shown in Section W, we can apply many 

pattern recognition techniques in order to ident

ify the sources of signals. Also, it is relatively 

easy to identify the sources of signals by hunian 

eyes. In addition, if we use both the power spec 

trum technique and the bispectrum technique in 

order to identify the sources of acoustic signals, 

the probability of the identification will be 

higher. Since one of the disadvantages of the 

bispectrum technique is the fact that the compu

tation time to estimate the bispectrum is longer 

나Mn that to estimate the power spectrum, the 

higher order spectra including the bispectrum
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Fig. 5. Bispectra of the acoustic signals : (a)car, (b) 

b니s, (c)truck.

have not been widely utilized. However, the com- 

putation time becomes less important due to the 

appearance of high speed computers.

We prepare the next paper in which we con

sider the bispectra of the acoustic signals of the 

vehicles with additive Gaussian noises. After 

then, we apply neural network techniques to the 

identification of the source of a signal by using 

the bispectrum pattern m the fufute. Ultimat이y, 

we are going to apply this technique to the 

underwater target identification using sonar.
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